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ABSTRACT: 

The interaction proved to be very informative and helpful for all students. She spoke 
about the means she adopted to overcome depression and drug addictions. She also spoke 
about the need to be true to oneself and to make decisions based on intuition. She spoke about 
the how the mistakes that we make in our daily lifestyle are directly reflected in the health of 
our body. She concluded her engaging talk by entertaining many question from the students  
 
SPEAKER’S PROFILE: 

Mrs Natalie Edwards is a self-described mind-set coach for entrepreneurs and a yoga 
and meditation expert and teacher from London. She is a former art director who struggled 
with depression and drug addiction earlier in life. She has overcome these with the help of yoga 
and meditation. 
 
LECTURE SUMMARY:  

Mrs Natalie Edwards started her talk by introducing herself as more of a mind-set than a 
yoga instructor. She gave a brief overview of her life before being introduced to the arts of 
meditation and yoga in which she worked as an art director in London. After suffering from 
depression for several months she finally decided to take a yoga teacher training course. She 
then went on to talk about how it’s never too late to change ones course and life and that one 
always has choices. She further talked about the social and family pressure that a person might 
face when he or she makes an important decision and advised all the students to be themselves 
and to realize their endless potential.  

Mrs Natalie Edwards also added that we must learn self-compassion and learn to forgive 
ourselves while understanding communication means adopted by our body and make life 
changes to adapt to the needs of the body. She also spoke about the need to make decisions 
based on our "gut feelings" and intuition. She entertained many questions from an enthusiastic 
audience and told them to be clear on "who you are and what values you follow." and "remove 
words of lack from our vocabulary". Lastly she advised all the students present to act from love 
and not fear and always speak the truth from your heart. 

 

 
 


